Answers

Unit B

A Across:

1. grime
2. stride
3. explode
4. ignite
5. escape
6. irate
7. mace
8. striding
9. reducing
10. pasting
11. Friday
12. destroy
13. holiday
14. military

B Leftover letters spell: THEY END IN ‘Y’

1. quartz
2. manor
3. aristocrat
4. intrigue
5. orange
6. orange
7. literacy
8. mystery
9. money
10. destroy
11. holiday
12. original

C Leftover letters spell: THEY END IN ‘Y’

1. petrol
2. spiteful
3. parcel
4. personal
5. label
6. several
7. several
8. removal
9. awful
10. dismal
11. control
12. original

D

1. Thursday
2. Saturday
3. Sunday
4. delivery
5. Friday
6. heavy
7. literacy
8. mystery
9. money
10. destroy
11. holiday
12. military

E


F

1. petrol
2. spiteful
3. parcel
4. personal
5. initial
6. label
7. several
8. official
9. awful
10. dismal
11. control
12. original

G

1. nation
2. origin
3. person
4. remove
5. spite

H

1. awful
2. initial
3. national
4. removal
5. control
6. spiteful

I
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J

1. nosy
2. exactly
3. lively
4. luckily

K

1. angry
2. cost
3. exact
4. excited
5. guilt
6. love
7. lucky
8. nose
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